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WHO IS ANDREW?

After 25 years in the business, Andrew Klein is one

of Australia’s most engaged and engaging

Professional Conference MCs. He is also one of this

country’s foremost speakers and trainers on

Presentation Skills and Pitching for Business. 

A former corporate lawyer, Andrew brings his casual

yet corporate style to proceedings. He is well-known

on the conference circuit for his informal yet

professional style, his entertaining speaker

introductions, his live interviews and his quick wit

and improvisational skills. He is also adept at

connecting with vastly different audiences, including

having adapted seamlessly to the virtual format.  

CLIENTS INCLUDE:
Westpac, Sanofi Healthcare, PoolWerx, CSL,

KPMG, QBE, Franchise Council Australia, 

Discount Drug Stores, BT, Aon, CGU Insurance,

CPA Australia, Elders, Castrol Oils, NSW  Health,

Hotondo Homes, ANZ, MLC, Dymocks, LJ Hooker,

AIA Insurance 

              ... & his daughter Lucy's Yr 9 Science class! 



Andrew's aim is to make your event
memorable and engaging by injecting
a professional touch, energy and
humour, whilst maintaining full
respect for the organisation and
people. He does extensive research
for each event so he is familiar with
the industry, people, products and
sponsors.  

It is no surprise that many of his
clients have now used him at their
annual conference every year for
between 10 and 15 years running. 

Kicking each session off on a high
note, introducing speakers in a more
personal manner, interviewing
speakers or sponsors, facilitating
panels, hosting conference
dinners…..Andrew ensures all these
elements are run seamlessly so your
conference achieves maximum
impact. 

The comments from his many clients
attest to his ability to adapt to both
the live and virtual formats. 

WHAT DOES ANDREW DO?

"Andrew has built a wonderful rapport
with our delegates over the years, he

engages with our audience and injects
energy and fun into what can be an

intensive agenda. Our people are always
happy to see him standing on stage"

BT FINANCIAL GROUP
 

"Brilliant - played such a central role 
in the success of our conference"

KPMG

"Andrew, you've elevated the conference
to a level that we've only previously

aspired to! Your professionalism, charm,
humour and expertise is second to none. 

See you again in 2024"
FAMILY BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

"Outstanding"
SANOFI HEALTHCARE

"Hugely e ngaging, super sharp and entertaining"
POOLWERX

“The glue that knits our conference together”
ANZ MOBILE LENDING

“Incredible MC. Pivotal to the success of our conference”
AUTO ONE 



"Our delegates were fully engaged in the conference messages from the

outset. Your involvement was a key factor in achieving this".

EY

"You did an amazing job and you fitted in so well"

McDONALDS

"A huge thank you for the wealth of experience and professionalism you

brought to our CPA Virtual Conference. MCing, or 'anchoring' a huge

broadcast style event requires a specific skillset that many MCs haven’t

acquired yet in this ‘new’ world of online events. Your experience in this

virtual/broadcast environment ensured our live streamed event was

seamless and first class".

CPA AUSTRALIA

Andrew has just hosted our annual Conference for the 8th year

running…. and we wouldn’t use anyone else! It’s not just his ability to

MC, which he does brilliantly - but his homework on the speakers and

willingness to be involved - he is now ‘one of us’. His humour (always

appropriate) is also appreciated. Surveys of our franchisees consistently

rate him 9 out of 10 (he’d be a 10 but we don’t want him getting a big

head!) with one commenting ‘how good is this guy!’ To answer – he is

good, very good”.

HOWARDS STORAGE WORLD

"You were great and really demonstrated the value that a professional,

fun and imaginative MC can add to large corporate events”.

COCA-COLA

""Andrew is a regular conference crowd-pleaser and has become part

of the wider Hotondo Homes franchise family. He provides the perfect

personal touch to our conferencing. Every year Andrew is full of energy,

he is compelling in his delivery and engaging to us all… a true

professional. We like him so much we just booked him again.....for his

15th annual conference appearance!"

HOTONDO HOMES

"Outstanding job Andrew"

SUNCORP

"Brilliant. Intelligent. Hilarious. The most involved MC we've ever had"

DYMOCKS

"Consummate professional - 100% engages with the group”

NATIONAL MORTGAGE BROKERS

"You nail it every single time”
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